The Department of Economics has several dissertation fellowships available. The funds for these include:

**Francis William Immasche Endowment Fund**: for support of research on "the economic aspects of livestock and the meat industry or related topics in agricultural economics".

**Homer and Alice Hanson Jones Scholarship Endowment Fund**: "...to provide support ...for students working in the field of economic history, consumer economics, or money and banking/monetary economics".

**Henry Morgenthau, Jr. Memorial Fund**: for students conducting research in "public finance or related fields".

**Margaret G. Reid Memorial Fund**: "...to support research by graduate students investigating aspects of consumption and expenditures of consumer units that are stratified by size and composition and differ in areas of residence and of time".

**Sherwin Rosen Fellowship**: to support research by graduate students with a preference to those investigating labor related fields.

**Esther and T.W. Schultz Endowment**: for support of "empirical research related to the wide-ranging contributions of T.W. Schultz, including agricultural economics, development, labor economics and growth".

Application process: Current fifth year student who wishes support from these funds should 1) submit the attached application form and 2) one or two letters of recommendation. Email the attached application form.

Eligibility: Students who wish to apply for these dissertation fellowships are required:
1) to either already be admitted to candidacy or
2) to attach to their dissertation fellowship proposal at the time of its submission: a) proof of a scheduled date for their Thesis Proposal Seminar which is prior to the end of spring quarter, and b) if applicable, a written plan for completion of any other outstanding requirements for candidacy prior to the end of the spring quarter.

Failure to complete eligibility requirements will result in forfeiture, on a quarterly basis, of fellowship award. For example, failure to propose your thesis successfully by the second week of autumn quarter of that fellowship year will result in forfeiting your fellowship for that autumn quarter.

Application form and letter(s) of recommendation should be submitted to Robert Herbst. Deadline dates are typically in mid-May. Specific deadline dates will be announced each year.